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WELCOME!
On behalf of Splash! Publications, we would like to welcome you to The Civil War, one

of several books in our American History series. Since this curriculum was designed by
teachers, we are positive that you will find it to be a comprehensive program for teaching
students about the Civil War. We would like to take a few moments to familiarize you with the
program.

THE FORMAT

The Civil War is a 13 lesson program. Our goal is a curriculum that you can use the very
first day you purchase our materials. No lessons to plan, comprehension questions to write,
activities to create, or vocabulary words to define. Simply open the book and start teaching.

Each of the 13 lessons requires students to read about a Civil War event and complete Reading
exercises that will strengthen their comprehension of expository and informational text. In
addition, each lesson includes a balanced mix of lower and higher level activities for students
to complete. Vocabulary quizzes; thought-provoking discussion questions; mapping activities
using intermediate directions, reference points, and grid systems; and research projects and
journal writing activities utilizing graphic organizers and primary sources are the types of
activities that will guide students through their journey of The Civil War.

THE LESSON PLANS

On the next several pages, you will find the Lesson Plans for The Civil War. The Lesson Plans
clearly outline what students must do before, during, and after each lesson. Page numbers
are listed so that you will immediately know what you need to photocopy before beginning
each lesson. The answers and grading rubrics for all activities, quizzes, and comprehension
questions are at the end of the Unit.

INTERACTIVE HISTORY NOTEBOOK

In addition to other higher-level activities, we have included step-by-step directions,
templates, and patterns for 16 Interactive Notebook assignments and activities that students
will create and glue into a History notebook. When finished, the History notebook will
provide students with a long lasting Civil War reference. A composition book works well for
keeping the Interactive Notebook activities.

NOTE: Printing the Interactive Notebook assignments and activities on colored paper or

requiring students to add color to the Interactive Notebook templates and patterns
will add variety to their History notebooks.
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THE VOCABULARY

Each lesson features words in bold type. We have included a Glossary on pages 203-206 to
help students pronounce and define the words. Unlike a dictionary, the definitions in the
Glossary are concise and written in context. Remember, we’re teachers! Students will be
exposed to these vocabulary words in the comprehension activities. They will also be tested
on the vocabulary words four times throughout their study of The Civil War.

Students will be responsible for creating Interactive Organizers and Foldables to help them
study the vocabulary words. We don’t have to tell you that incorporating these new words
into your Reading and Spelling programs will save time and make the words more meaningful
for students.

STANDARDS: THE “BIG IDEAS”

Standards help teachers prioritize instruction and connect the “big ideas” students need to
know in order to advance. As a reading-based unit, The Civil War fosters literacy in Social
Studies.
At the same time that students are learning important factual content about The Civil
War, they are meeting the Standards for English Language Arts and making connections to
the “big ideas” in American History. Alignment to the 3rd-5th Grade ELA Standards is clearly
noted in the Lesson Plans. Below is the legend used to abbreviate the Strands:

RL = READING-LITERATURE
RI = READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT
RF = READING FOUNDATIONS SKILLS
W = WRITING
SL = SPEAKING LISTENING
L = LANGUAGE
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1.

Before reading A Nation Divided, students will:

• follow directions to create Vocabulary Foldables to glue into their History
notebooks for abandon, abolitionists, antislavery, candidate, Caribbean, coast,
colonies, Confederate, Congress, constitution, convince, debate, economy, elected,
governor, harbor, hostile, House of Representatives, inhumane, kidnapped,
legislature, military, New World, outraged, plantation, profitable, resigned,
Revolutionary War, secede, senator, societies, surrender, veteran, vowed,
voyage. (pps. 1-10)
• complete first part of the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)

After reading A Nation Divided (pps. 14-17), students will:

• answer A Nation Divided Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 18)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• answer pre-writing questions and write a persuasive letter to Abraham Lincoln or
Jefferson Davis. (pps. 19-31)
• take a Vocabulary Quiz for the Civil War Part I. (pps. 32-33)

A NATION DIVIDED IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.1A, W.1B, W.1C, W.1D, W.4, W.5,
W.7, W.8, W.9B, W.10, L.4A, L.4C, L.6

2.

Before reading The Confederate Army, students will:

• follow directions to create a One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer to glue into their
History notebooks for admired, advantages, advisor, ammunition, borders,
capital, confident, factories, invade, lieutenant, loyal, port, raids, superintendent,
terrain. (pps. 34-40)

After reading The Confederate Army (pps. 41-42), students will:

• answer The Confederate Army Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 43)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• complete a Robert E. Lee Journal Page and create a Famous Person Wheel to glue
into their History notebooks. (pps. 44-48)

THE CONFEDERATE ARMY LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, L.4A, L.4C, L.6
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3.

Before reading The Union Army, students will:

• follow directions to create Vocabulary Booklets to glue into their History
notebooks for blockade, canals, conflict, contrast, defeated, defending, expand,
generals, major general, manufacturing, outranked, population, Potomac,
promoted, raged, retired, strategy, tolerated. (pps. 49-55)

After reading The Union Army (pps. 56-58), students will:

• answer The Union Army Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 59)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• create a Venn Diagram to glue into their History notebooks comparing the Union
and the Confederacy. (pps. 60-63)
• use the Venn Diagram to write a paragraph comparing the Union and
Confederacy. (pps. 64-71)
• take a Vocabulary Quiz for the Civil War Part II. (pps. 72-73)

THE UNION ARMY LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.2A, W.2B, W.2C, W.2D, W.2E,
W.4, W.5, W.9B, W.10, L.4A, L.4C, L.6

4.

Before reading The Battle of Bull Run, students will:

• follow directions to create a Vocabulary Cootie Catcher to glue into their History
notebooks for autobiography, biographies, historians, recruit. (pps. 74-79)

After reading The Battle of Bull Run (pg. 80), students will:

• answer The Battle of Bull Run Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 81)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• differentiate between primary and secondary sources. (pg. 82)
• follow written directions for creating a Civil War Expert’s Journal. (pg. 83)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Bull Run journal entry. (pg. 84)

THE BATTLE OF BULL RUN LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.6, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.7, W.8, W.10, L.4A, L.4C, L.6
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5.

Before reading The Western Theater, students will:

• follow directions to create Vocabulary Flaps to glue into their History notebooks
for brigadier general, gunboats, militia, muskets, outnumbered, rebel,
steamboat. (pps. 85-87)

After reading The Western Theater (pps. 88-89), students will:

• answer The Western Theater Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 90)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Wilson’s Creek journal
entry. (pg. 91)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battles of Fort Henry and Fort Donelson
journal entry. (pg. 92)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Pea Ridge journal entry. (pg. 93)

THE WESTERN THEATER LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.7, W.8, W.10, L.4A, L.4C, L.6

6.

Before reading The Battle of Shiloh, students will:

• follow directions to create a Vocabulary Cootie Catcher to glue into their History
notebooks for fleet, fortress, reinforcements, vessels. (pps. 94-99)

After reading The Battle of Shiloh (pps. 100-101), students will:

• answer The Battle of Shiloh Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 102)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Shiloh journal
entry. (pg. 103)

THE BATTLE OF SHILOH LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.7, W.8, W.10, L.4A, L.4C, L.6
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7.

Before reading The Battle for New Orleans, students will:

• follow directions to create Vocabulary Flaps to glue into their History notebooks
for bales, cavalry, fled, insulted, panicked, retreat, stronghold,
transport. (pps. 104-106)

After reading The Battle for New Orleans (pps. 107-108), students will:

• answer The Battle for New Orleans Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 109)
• complete The Battle for New Orleans Discussion Questions. (pg. 110)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle for New Orleans journal
entry. (pg. 111)
• use a grid system to plot Western Theater Battles on a map. (pps. 112-116)
• take a Vocabulary Quiz for the Civil War Part III. (pps. 117-118)

THE BATTLE FOR NEW ORLEANS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.1A, W.1B, W.7, W.8, W.9B, W.10,
L.4A, L.4C, L.6

8.

Before reading The Eastern Theater, students will:

• follow directions to create Vocabulary Booklets to glue into their History
notebooks for assault, demoted, former, peninsula, rally, telegraphed. (pps. 119-121)

After reading The Eastern Theater (pps. 122-125), students will:

• answer The Eastern Theater Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 126)
• complete The Eastern Theater Discussion Questions. (pg. 127)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Yorktown journal entry. (pg. 128)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Fair Oaks journal entry. (pg. 129)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Malvern Hill journal entry. (pg. 130)
• use the lesson as research to create The Second Battle of Bull Run journal
entry. (pg. 131)

THE EASTERN THEATER LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.1A, W.1B, W.7, W.8, W.9B, W.10,
L.4A, L.4C, L.6
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9.

Before reading Invasion of the North, students will:

• follow directions to create a One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer to glue into their
History notebooks for conquered, Emancipation Proclamation, ford, harshly,
mountainous, rebellion. (pps. 132-137)

After reading Invasion of the North (pps. 138-140), students will:

• answer Invasion of the North Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 141)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Antietam journal entry. (pg. 142)
• use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot Eastern Theater Battles on a
map. (pps. 143-147)

THE INVASION OF THE NORTH LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.7, W.8, W.10, L.4A, L.4C, L.6

10.

Before reading Battles of 1863, students will:

• follow directions to create a Vocabulary Cootie Catcher to glue into their History
notebooks for aggressive, civilians, dedication, founded. (pps. 148-153)

After reading Battles of 1863 (pps. 154-157), students will:

• answer Battles of 1863 Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 158)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Chancellorsville journal
entry. (pg. 159)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Gettysburg journal entry. (pg. 160)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battle of Vicksburg journal entry. (pg. 161)

THE BATTLES OF 1863 LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.7, W.8, W.10, L.4A, L.4C, L.6
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11.

Before reading Battles of 1864, students will:

• follow directions to create Vocabulary Foldables to glue into their History
notebooks for mill, plundered, riots, seaport, siege, trenches. (pps. 162-165)

After reading Battles of 1864 (pps. 166-168), students will:

• answer Battles of 1864 Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 169)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• use the lesson as research to create The Battles for Atlanta journal entry. (pg. 170)
• use the lesson as research to create Sherman’s March to the Sea journal
entry. (pg. 171)
• answer pre-writing questions and write a Civil War letter to someone back
home. (pps. 172-181)

THE BATTLES OF 1864 LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.3A, W.3B, W.3C, W.3D, W.3E,
W.4, W.5, W.7, W.8, W.9B, W.10, L.4A, L.4C, L.6

12.

After reading The End of the Civil War (pps. 182-183), students will:

• answer The End of the Civil War Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 184)
• complete The End of the Civil War Discussion Questions. (pg. 185)
• fill in any new information on the Civil War K•W•L•H Chart. (pps. 11-13)
• use the lesson as research to create The Destruction of Richmond journal
entry. (pg. 186)
• use the lesson as research to create Surrender at Appomattox journal
entry. (pg. 187)
• follow written directions to finish Civil War Expert’s Journal to glue into their
History notebooks. (pps. 188-189)

THE END OF THE CIVIL WAR LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.6, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.1A, W.1B, W.7, W.8, W.9B,
W.10, L.4A, L.4C, L.6
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13.

Before reading Reconstruction, students will:

• follow directions to create Vocabulary Flaps to glue into their History notebooks
for accused, amendment, assassinated, citizens, ratify, Reconstruction,
restricted. (pps. 190-192)

After reading Reconstruction (pps. 193-195), students will:

• answer Reconstruction Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 196)
• use finished Civil War K•W•L•H Chart to create a Four-Fold Organizer to glue
into their History notebooks. (pps. 197-200)
• take a Vocabulary Quiz for the Civil War Part IV. (pps. 201-202)

THE RECONSTRUCTION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.6, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.1A, W.1B, W.7, W.8, W.10,
L.4A, L.4C, L.6
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Slave traders sailed across
the Atlantic Ocean to the coast of Africa where they kidnapped innocent black men, women,
and children. The slave traders crowded as many Africans as they could below the decks
of their ships. After making the three month voyage to the colonies in the New World, the
Africans were sold at auctions to Southern plantation owners who forced them into a life of
slavery. This practice of buying and selling slaves continued for more than 200 years.

3. As you study the Civil War, use the information you learn to answer your questions. Write your answers in the “What I Learned”
column of the charts. At the end of your study, use books, encyclopedias, and the Internet to research any unanswered questions.

Slavery has been a part of American history since the early 1600s.

2. Use the “What I Want to Know” column of the charts to list six questions that you have about the Civil War.

A NATION DIVIDED

1. Use the “What I Know” column of the charts on the next two pages to list facts that you already know about the Civil War.

THE CIVIL WAR LESSON ONE

ABOLITIONISTS IN THE NORTH

By the end of the 1850s, the issue of slavery in the United States had become too big
to ignore. Many Americans, especially in the Northern states, felt it was inhumane to claim
ownership of another human being. Plantation owners in the South argued they needed slaves
to help them on their huge tobacco and cotton plantations.
Southerners did everything they could to protect their profitable farming economy
and cheap slave labor. Huge rewards were
offered for runaway slaves. Laws were
passed to punish abolitionists who helped
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slaves escape to freedom.
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tracks, the Underground Railroad was a
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were then pointed in the direction of the next
safe home along the “railroad.”
Abolitionists did not let fear of punishment stop them from doing what they felt was
right. Books and magazines that wrote about the cruel treatment of slaves were published.
Antislavery societies were organized. Everyone feared the United States was falling apart.
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VOCABULARY FOLDABLES

LETTER WRITING

BE PERSUASIVE!

Use the answers to the six pre-writing questions to write your persuasive letter. We write

formal letters to important people, like presidents and government officials; and to businesses
or companies when we have a complaint, a compliment, or a question.

VOCABULARY
WORDS

government

bison

North America

sound

government

expedition

South America

nt
me
ern
gov

voyage

A formal letter includes a heading, inside address, salutation, body, closing, and signature.

We
s

t In

die

s

treasurer

West Indies

governor

Native Americans

lieutenant
governor

antislavery

granite

abolitionist

Create a heading for your formal letter. The heading lets the person you’re writing to know where
and when the letter was written. The heading of a formal letter should line up on the left side of
the page.
You will need to know your school’s street address, city, state, zip code, and a date before the Civil
War to create your three line heading.

3. Cut out all of the Vocabulary Words along the bold
lines and glue each word on top of a folded strip
on the Vocabulary Template.

In the example below, notice the commas between the city and state and the day and year. Also
notice that the date is before the beginning of the Civil War.

Example:

VOCABULARY

2009 Carpenter Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio 45239
January 4, 1859

DEFINITIONS

buyers and sellers who do so
for profit
to act or perform again

a large group of animals
traveling together

travel through water in a boat
that looks like a canoe

treating some people better
or worse than others
without a good reason

loyalty to one’s government

a deep hole

groups of fruit or nut trees

large treeless areas of land

a group of territories or peoples
under one ruler

groups of people who are chosen
to listen to all the facts during
a court case before making a
judgment for guilt or innocence

a careful check

carefully planned activities
which improve the mind,
tastes, and manners

a term once used to describe
the continents of North America
and South America

spices made from the dried
buds of an evergreen tree

a journey for the purpose of
exploring

a period in American history when
machines took the place of jobs once
done by hand and factories were built to
produce large quanities of products

unable to be separated

five large lakes located in North America
at the border between Canada and the
United States whose names are Erie,
Michigan, Huron, Superior, and Ontario

aga

inst

slav

ery

nt
me
ern
gov
In
st
r
We lave
is
ant

the northernmost end of the
Earth

y

di
es

HEADING
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

4. Cut out all of the Vocabulary Definitions along the bold lines.
5. Using the Glossary, glue the correct Vocabulary Definition

_____________________________________________

under its matching Vocabulary Word on the Vocabulary Template.
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THE CIVIL WAR LESSON TWO

ONE-POCKET VOCABULARY ORGANIZER

THE CONFEDERATE ARMY
4. After you have glued the tabs to the back, turn your
One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer back around.

As soon as the first shots of the Civil War were fired, war fever seemed to sweep the country.
Neither the Union nor the Confederacy was completely prepared for war, but each had
advantages over the other. President Jefferson Davis immediately used the power given to
him by the Confederate Constitution and asked for 100,000 volunteers to fight against the
Union. Winning the first battle at Fort Sumter convinced many Southerners that the Civil War
could be quickly won in a few months.

Pr
ev
C i
op ew
y

5. Cut out the Pocket Label.

CONFEDERATE ADVANTAGES

The Confederate Army was very confident in its fighting ability. Southerners were
used to being outside working and walking the borders of their huge
plantations. They were also very comfortable carrying guns and
riding horses. Northerners, on the other hand, lived in cities and
worked in factories. They took trains from place to place.
The Confederacy also had Richmond, Virginia. Shortly
after taking over Fort Sumter, the Confederacy moved its
capital from Montgomery, Alabama, to the city of Richmond.
Richmond had railroad lines to the port cities of
New Orleans in Louisiana, Savannah in Georgia, and
Charleston in South Carolina. Richmond was also home
to one of the largest gun making factories in the United
States. The Confederacy would have all of the cannons
and ammunition it could possibly need for the war effort.
The Confederacy decided early on that it could
not successfully fight the Civil War in the North. It
chose instead to wait for the Union Army to
invade the South. Fighting the war on its
own soil would be a huge advantage for
the Confederate Army. Confederate troops
knew the terrain and the best hiding places.
In addition, the Union did not have very
good maps of the South.
The Union Army was limited and
out of date. Its weapons were old and the
Union didn’t have enough cannons to fight a war. The Union Navy had 42 ships, but most
of these were unfit for combat. Even the Union’s commanders were outdated. The two most
experienced officers in the Union Army were over the age of 70.
The Civil War © 2009-Revised 2017
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6. Glue the Pocket Label onto the front of the

One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer as shown.

7. Place your finished Vocabulary Cards
in the front pocket.

8.

Glue the One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer
onto the next blank page of your notebook.
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FAMOUS PERSON WHEEL

Robert E. Lee

Robert Edward Lee was born in Virginia

on ________________________________ .

Robert E. Lee

During the Revolutionary War, his father,

was appointed

Part IV
Follow the directions below to assemble and glue your Famous Person Wheel onto the blank

page on the right side of your notebook.

Who granted land to
George Calvert and
where was it located?

Henry Lee, was know as _____________

___________________________________ .

commander

What did George Calvert plan to
do in Maryland?

What did Calvert
plan to name his
colony? Why?

Name and describe the law passed by
Maryland’s government in 1649.

Robert entered West Point Military

of the entire

Academy at the age of _______________ .

1. Cut out the Wheel Outline along the

His classmates admired him for his

Confederate Army.

bold outside line.

___________________________________

and ________________________________________ . In 1829, Robert graduated with honors

and became a ________________________________________ in the United States Army. By

2. Cut out the Wheel Cover along
the bold outside line.

the time the Civil War broke out, Robert E. Lee had been a leader in the Mexican War,

____________________________________ of West Point, and a lieutenant colonel in charge of

protecting settlers in Texas from ___________________________________________________ .

Who granted land to
George Calvert and
where was it located?

What did George Calvert plan to
do in Maryland?

What did Calvert
plan to name his
colony? Why?

Why was the French and Indian
War fought?
Name and describe the law passed by
Maryland’s government in 1649.

3. Place the Wheel Cover over

the Wheel Outline and push
a brad through the + on the
Wheel Cover.

Although Lee was raised in Virginia, he was not in favor of ___________________________

or separation from the United States. President Lincoln knew this and offered Robert E. Lee

the job of _______________________________________________________________________ .

the fur
Why wase important?
trad

Lee turned down the offer and promised to stay loyal to ______________________________ .
When Virginia seceded from the Union, Robert E. Lee ________________________________
from the Union Army. He volunteered his services to the _____________________________ .
Robert E. Lee served first as an ________________________________________ to Confederate
President _____________________________________________________ . Later, he was
appointed commander of the entire ________________________________________________ .

4. Glue the completed Famous Person Wheel
onto the right side of your notebook.
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VOCABULARY BOOKLETS

ULYSSES S. GRANT
Ulysses Simpson Grant had been born in the Ohio River village of Point Pleasant. In
1843, at the age of 21, Grant graduated
from West Point Military Academy.
He had no interest in a military career.
Instead, Ulysses wanted to teach
mathematics to college students.
The Mexican War spoiled Grant’s
plans of teaching. It also forced him to
delay marriage to his sweetheart, Julia
Dent. By the end of the war, Grant had
proven himself as a brave soldier. He
earned the rank of first lieutenant.
As soon as the Mexican War was
over, Ulysses married Julia. Together
they had four children. In 1854, Grant
left the United States Army and settled
with his young family in St. Louis,
Missouri.
When the Civil War started,
Ulysses S. Grant was almost 39 years old.
He was against slavery and angry that
Southern states had seceded from the
Union. Grant volunteered to fight for the
Union Army.
Within the first year of the war,
Grant earned rank as general. He led his
Union troops in several successful battles
against the Confederacy.
General Grant was known as a
tough talking leader who accepted
nothing less than “unconditional and
immediate surrender” from the enemy.
During the summer of 1862, Grant was
ULYSSES S. GRANT
promoted to major general.
In 1864, Ulysses S. Grant took command of the entire Union Army. Under General
Grant’s leadership, the Union waged a total war on General Robert E. Lee and his Confederate
troops. The Union destroyed everything in its path, including homes, farms, crops, and
railroads. During the final year of the Civil War, battles raged between the North and South.
Thousands of lives were lost under General Grant’s command.

There are many new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the Union
Army. Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words and definitions
that you will need to be familiar with during this lesson.

Directions:

Choose the next three blank pages in your History notebook. Using the
Glossary provided by your teacher and the Vocabulary Templates, follow the
directions below to create and glue Vocabulary Booklets securely into your
notebook.

Pr
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VOCABULARY

1. Cut each Vocabulary Template along all bold lines.

treaty

citizens

WORDS

VOCABULARY

biographies

surplus

stalactites

European

2. Cut out each Vocabulary Word along the bold line and fold along

the dotted line. Using your Glossary, open each Vocabulary Booklet
and write the definition inside.

LARY

ABU

VOC

VOCABULARY

3. Glue each folded Vocabulary Booklet on top
of a square on the Vocabulary Template.

4. Glue each completed Vocabulary Template onto the next three blank
pages of your notebook.
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CIVIL WAR

COMPARE & CONTRAST

VENN DIAGRAM

PARAGRAPH

Part II

Using your completed Venn Diagram Outline and the Venn Diagram Pattern, follow the
directions below to assemble and glue your Interactive Venn Diagram onto the next blank page
of your History notebook.

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Use your Interactive Venn Diagram to write a paragraph comparing and contrasting the Union
and Confederacy. A good paragraph includes a topic sentence, four supporting sentences, and a
closing sentence.
Write a topic sentence clearly stating that you will be comparing the Union and Confederacy.
A topic sentence starts a paragraph. Below is an example of a topic sentence for a paragraph
comparing Civil War leaders Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis.

Example:

1. Cut out along all bold lines of the Venn Diagram Outline and the

Comparing and contrasting Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis will show that
they were Civil War presidents with unique leadership styles and different goals
for the outcome of the war.

Venn Diagram Pattern.

2. Fold along the dotted line.

_____________________________________________

______
_
__________
__________ _______________ _
______
__________ _______________ _
_
__________
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
______
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
_
__________
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________
__________ _______________ _
__________
__________ _______________ _
__________ _______________
__________

3. Glue the Venn Diagram Outline under the

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ .

folded flaps of the Venn Diagram Pattern.

4. Glue the completed Venn Diagram
onto the next blank page of your
notebook.
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VOCABULARY COOTIE CATCHERS

ONE-POCKET VOCABULARY ORGANIZER

There are a few new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the
Battle of Bull Run. Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words and
definitions that you will need to be familiar with during this lesson.

Follow the directions below and on the next page to make a One-Pocket Organizer so you can
store your Cootie Catcher in your History notebook.

Using the Glossary provided by your teacher and the Cootie Catcher Pattern,
follow the directions below and on the next page to create a Vocabulary
Cootie Catcher.

1. Follow the directions to define and write sentences for

1. Cut out the One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer

each of the vocabulary words on the Cootie Catcher
pattern.

e to ce
e th
en at s.
Us belowsent n th ction
es e so
lin th e les rd ele
ite
wr m th e wo
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?

e to ce
e th
en at d.
Us belowsent n th te
es e so op
lin th e les rd ad
ite
wr m th e wo
fro th
es
us

ele
cti
on
s

Part I
Directions:

Part II

e to ce
e th
en at
Us belowsent n th ited.
es e so un
lin th e les rd
ite
wr m th e wo
fro es th
us

th W
e
wamdefin hat
is
pu ition
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?

m
pu
m
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d
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e to ce
.
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Us belowsent n th pu
es e so m
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ite
wr m the wo
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us
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t is n
ha itio
W fin ted?
e de op
th ad

along the outside bold lines.

2. Use coloring pencils to color each of the four areas
on the Cootie Catcher pattern a different color.

3. Cut out the Cootie Catcher along the outside bold lines.

4. With your completed Cootie Catcher laying

face-down, fold over the lower left-hand
corner up to the upper right hand corner of
the Cootie Catcher as shown.

5. Unfold the Cootie Catcher. Again,

with the Cootie Catcher laying
face-down, fold over the lower
right-hand corner up to the upper
left-hand corner of the Cootie Catcher
as shown.

2. Fold the bottom section up along the dotted lines as shown to make a pocket.

6. Unfold the Cootie Catcher.

Keeping the Cootie Catcher
face-down, fold over the
lower right-hand corner
up to the center fold of the
Cootie Catcher as shown.
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3. Flip the Organizer over.

Fold the tabs along the dotted lines and glue the tabs
to the back of the One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer to hold the pocket in place.
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The Battle of
Wilson’s Creek

The Battle of
Bull Run

the nickname __________________________

Missouri’s governor, Claiborne Fox Jackson,

In August 1861, the Battle of Wilson’s Creek

battle of the Civil War fought in the state of

because _______________________________

wanted his state to _____________________

found General Lyon and his Union troops

______________________________ . The

_______________________________________ .

_______________________________________ .

outnumbered by Confederate soldiers.

Union’s goal during the Battle of Bull Run

Victory for the Battle of Bull Run went to

Governor Jackson refused to send troops to

Outnumbered means ____________________

was to ________________________________

_______________________________________ .

the ___________________________________ .

_______________________________________ .

_______________________________________

One other interesting fact about the Battle of

Montgomery Blair, a Missouri Congressman,

During the Battle of Wilson’s Creek,

_______________________________________ .

Bull Run is ____________________________

organized a group of Union volunteers that

Confederate soldiers were led by _________

Union soldiers were led by _______________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________ .

_______________________________________

Confederate troops were led by __________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________ .

_______________________________________

During the battle, Thomas Jackson received

_______________________________________ .

The Battle of Bull Run was the first major
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included ______________________________

_______________________________________ .

_______________________________________

Victory for the Battle of Wilson’s Creek went

_______________________________________ .

to ____________________________________

Blair’s Union volunteers were under the

_______________________________________ .

command of ___________________________
_______________________________________ .
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THE CIVIL WAR LESSON SEVEN

VOCABULARY FLAPS
There are a few new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the

THE BATTLE FOR NEW ORLEANS

Battle for New Orleans. Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words
and definitions that you will need to be familiar with during this lesson.

Directions:

New Orleans was the largest Confederate city.

Choose the next blank page in your History notebook. Using the
Glossary provided by your teacher and the Vocabulary Flap Patterns, follow
the directions below to create and glue two Vocabulary Flaps securely
into your notebook.

Pr
ev
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It was located at the mouth of the Mississippi
River. The Confederacy used this port to ship and receive important products from other
states in the South and the Caribbean. As the Union gained control of the Mississippi River,
the Confederacy was cut off from New Orleans, its most important city. The Union knew that
it had to take complete control of New Orleans and its valuable port.

FORT JACKSON AND FORT ST. PHILIP

More than 10,000 Confederate troops protected the city of New Orleans. Fort Jackson
and Fort St. Philip provided protection from Union ships entering from the Gulf of Mexico.
Fort Jackson was a star-shaped stone fort with 74 cannons. Fort St. Philip was also built of
stone and held 52 guns. More than 700 Confederate soldiers were stationed at the forts.
A long length of chain stretched into the Mississippi River, guarding the entrance to the
forts. In addition, rebel gunboats were ready to fire upon any unwanted visitors. Fortunately,
back in 1861, the Union had captured Ship Island located just off the coast of Mississippi in
the Gulf of Mexico. The Union could use its position on Ship Island to plan its attack on New
Orleans.

1. Cut out each Vocabulary Flap pattern along bold lines
and fold along the dotted lines of each pattern.

2. Arrange four Vocabulary Flaps (one in front of the other)

with the Cover Flap at the very back. Open up the Cover
Flap so it can cover all the Vocabulary Flaps.

offshore

3. Staple all the Vocabulary Flaps together on the left side.

ALABAMA

IVER

MISSISSIPPI

PI R

MISS

ISSIP

LOUISIANA

GEORGIA

offsh
ore

4. Glue the left side down over the staple,
and fold over the Cover Flap.

VICKSBURG

FLORIDA

BATON ROUGE

NEW ORLEANS

FORT ST. PHILIP

FORT JACKSON

5. Lift the flap of each word. Use the Glossary to
write the word’s definition.

SHIP

ISLAND

6. Glue the completed Vocabulary
Flap on the next blank page
of your notebook.

7. Follow the same six steps with the remaining

GULF OF MEXICO
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Vocabulary Flap Patterns to create a second
Vocabulary Flap. Glue the second Vocabulary Flap
right below the first one in your notebook.
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Name _____________________________

LET’S TALK ABOUT IT

THE WESTERN THEATER

THE BATTLE FOR NEW ORLEANS

MAPPING

The Battle for New Orleans ended with a victory for the Union.

Example:

Based on what you have learned, explain why taking control of these
forts was so important to the Union.

_________________________________________________________________

Locate the Battle of Wilson’s Creek at ( 4,18 ), by putting your finger on the
number 1 at the bottom of the grid. Slide over to 4 and up to 18. The Battle of
Wilson’s Creek was fought in the square created where these two numbers
come together. This square has been colored in on the map below.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

•After the Union captured New Orleans, the Confederates set fire to the
city and withdrew all of their money from the bank.
Why do you think the citizens of New Orleans destroyed their own city
and drained the bank of money?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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RIVER

_________________________________________________________________

I

_________________________________________________________________

30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

IPP

If the Union hadn’t been able to take control of Fort Jackson and Fort St.
Philip, what do you think would have happened next?

The Battle of Wilson’s Creek was the first major Civil War battle to take place
west of the Mississippi River. The Confederates won the battle and took the
life of Union General Nathaniel Lyon as well. The Battle of Wilson’s Creek was
fought at ( 4,18 ).

SIS
S

•Control of Fort Jackson and Fort St. Philip were very important to the
Union.

Using a grid system helps you locate places in the world. A grid system is made up of lines
that come together to form squares. The squares divide a map into smaller pieces, making it
easier to find important places. Learning how to use a grid system is easy, and will teach you
an important location skill.

MIS

Read the
questions below about the Battle for New Orleans. Write your answers on
the lines provided. Attach a separate piece of paper if you need more room.
Be ready to discuss some of your answers.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
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THE CIVIL WAR LESSON NINE

THE BATTLE OF CEDAR MOUNTAIN
Confederate General Robert E. Lee listened closely to reports about the Union’s new
leader, General John Pope. General Lee sent Thomas
“Stonewall” Jackson and a force of 14,000 men to spy
on General Pope. They found Pope commanding
50,000 Union soldiers in eastern Virginia. A short
battle broke out at Cedar Mountain. Jackson was able
to rally his men to a Confederate victory.

INVASION OF THE NORTH
In the beginning of the Civil War, President Lincoln was more concerned about putting the
United States back together than ending slavery. Although President Lincoln hated slavery, he
was still afraid that the border states of Missouri, Kentucky, Maryland, and Delaware would
secede from the Union if they were forced to give up their slaves. He also feared that Northern
troops would refuse to fight if the war became an issue of slavery instead of reuniting the
Union. In addition, President Lincoln was not sure blacks and whites
would ever be able to live side by side in the United States.
In March 1862, Congress abolished slavery in Washington,
D.C. Union Army leaders were ordered not to return captured
slaves to their Southern plantations. Two months later, Congress
also banned slavery in the western territories.

THE SECOND BATTLE OF BULL RUN

Pr
ev
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op ew
y

Two days later, General Pope found
“Stonewall” Jackson and his men near the former
Bull Run battle site. General Pope was sure
his Union troops outnumbered Jackson’s
Confederate armies. Pope believed the
battle would be a quick victory. General
Pope didn’t know it at the time, but
General Lee’s troops had joined Jackson’s
Confederate forces.
General Pope’s Union soldiers
fought hard. At one point during the
battle, Confederate troops ran out of
ammunition and threw rocks at their
enemies.
During the second day of battle, Pope
attacked Jackson’s men again. To the Union’s
surprise, 30,000 fresh Confederate soldiers
were on the battlefield! As the Union retreated
from the battle, Confederate soldiers showered
them with bullets.
Once again, the Confederacy claimed
victory at Bull Run. It was a costly battle for
both sides. The Union lost 16,000 men, while
10,000 Confederate soldiers lost their lives.
The summer of 1862 had been very successful
for General Robert E. Lee and his Confederate troops.
Western Virginia was in control of the Confederacy.
THOMAS “STONEWALL” JACKSON
The capital at Richmond was safe.
General Pope was demoted and sent to handle
Native American attacks in Minnesota. He never fought in the Civil War again. Running low
on skilled commanders, President Lincoln once again assigned General George McClellan to
command the Army of the Potomac.

BLACK SOLDIERS

The first shots of the Civil War set off a rush of free black
men who wanted to volunteer for the Union Army. They had been
turned away. Although many black soldiers had fought in the
American Revolution and the War of 1812, President Lincoln feared
that white Union soldiers would not want to fight alongside black
troops.
By the middle of 1862, the Union was in need of fresh soldiers.
Thousands of slaves were being set free as the Union took control of
Confederate states. President Lincoln changed his mind and decided
to allow blacks to fight. In July 1862, black Americans were accepted
into the Union Army and Navy.
Black volunteers were paid
$200 if they served in the Union
Army or Navy for 20 months.
They were also promised freedom for themselves and for their
families. Black soldiers were paid less than white soldiers. Unlike
white soldiers, blacks were forced to pay for their uniforms. They
were separated from white soldiers and were usually commanded in
black units by white officers.
Black troops who were captured by the Confederate
BLACK CIVIL WAR SOLDIER
Army were treated much more harshly than white prisoners.
Black captives were beaten, shot to death, or forced back into a
life of slavery. The fear of mistreatment and death did not keep blacks from
volunteering. Almost 200,000 black men volunteered to fight in the Union Army and Navy.
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SW

SE

E

S
COMPASS ROSE

Between the four main directions are the intermediate directions. Northeast, or NE, is the
direction between north and east. Southeast, or SE, is the direction between south and east.
Southwest, or SW, is the direction between south and west. Northwest, or NW, is the direction
between north and west.

Big Bethel

Battle of

CHARLESTON

A reference point is also important for finding your location. A reference point is simply a
starting point. It’s difficult, for example, to travel southeast if you don’t have a starting point.

This example gives you some very important information. It tells you that your reference point,
or starting point, will be the city of Richmond. Locate Richmond on your Eastern Theater
map. Put your finger on Richmond and slide it southeast. You should see a picture of the
Battle of Big Bethel already placed there for you.
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COMPASS ROSE

The Battle of Big Bethel was fought on June 10, 1861. Historians believe this was
the first land battle of the Eastern Theater. Although the Union outnumbered the
Confederates two to one, the Union was disorganized and had to flee the area.
The Battle of Big Bethel was fought southeast of Richmond.

O

Example:

RICHMOND

WASHINGTON,
D.C.

LEWISBURG

O
NE

W

HARRISONBURG

N

NW

ARLINGTON

Location is important to the study of geography. It is almost impossible to figure out your
location or find your way around if you do not know the four main, or cardinal directions.
North, south, east, and west are the cardinal directions. On a map these directions are labeled
N, S, E, and W.

Battle of

Geography is the study of the Earth. It includes the Earth’s land, water, weather, animal life,
and plant life. Geographers are people who study geography. You can think of yourself as a
geographer because you will be learning about places on the Earth.

Corrick’s Ford

MAPPING

KEYSER

THE EASTERN THEATER

Name ___________________________________
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CIVIL WAR

THE CIVIL WAR LESSON THIRTEEN

EXPERT’S JOURNAL

RECONSTRUCTION

By now you should have 18 Journal Pages finished. After choosing and coloring
a Cover, follow the directions below to assemble and glue your Civil War Expert’s
Journal onto the next blank page of your History notebook.

The news of General Robert E. Lee’s surrender at Appomattox (ap•uh•MAT•tux) Court
House spread like wildfire. People everywhere were sad, angry, and happy, all at the same
time. The bitter Civil War lasted four years. Bringing the United States back together would
take much longer.

1. Cut out each of the Journal Pages along the

Pr
ev
C i
op ew
y

dark solid lines. Cut out the rectangle with
the picture on it.

DEATH OF A PRESIDENT

2. Fold each Journal Page along the dotted

On April 14, 1865, the American flag once again flew over Fort Sumter, South Carolina.
Remember, the first shots of the Civil War
had been fired by Confederate troops at Fort
Sumter. That same night, President Lincoln and
his wife went to see a play at Ford’s Theater in
Washington.
While President Lincoln watched the
performance, he was shot in the back of the head
by John Wilkes Booth. President Lincoln was
carried to a room across the street from the theater.
He died the following morning. After his funeral,
President Lincoln was buried in Springfield,
Illinois.

line so the flap covers the blank right side
of each Journal Page.

3. Glue the rectangle with the picture on it
on top of the folded flap as shown.

4. Fold each Journal Page
in half as shown.

ANDREW JOHNSON

Andrew Johnson was a senator in
FORD’S THEATER
Tennessee when the Civil War broke out. As a Southerner
who had spent most of his adult life in Tennessee, Senator
Johnson disagreed with the Union’s views on slavery. Johnson believed that slaves were
property, not people. He didn’t think the government had the right to tell people what they
could and couldn’t do with their personal property.
Although Senator Johnson supported slavery, he felt it was wrong for Southern
states to secede from the Union. Senator Johnson tried unsuccessfully to keep Tennessee
from becoming a Confederate state. He refused to join Tennessee and become part of the
Confederacy. As a result, Andrew Johnson was the only Southern senator to stay loyal to the
Union.
Tennessee was a border state between Union and Confederate states. More Civil War
battles were fought in Tennessee than in any other state except Virginia. In 1862, Union troops
took control of Tennessee. President Lincoln put Andrew Johnson in charge of the state.
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5. Organize the Journal Pages, standing
them side by side and gluing them
together to form a book.

6. Cut out the Journal Cover that you
colored along the bold lines and
glue it to the blank space on the
front of the Expert’s Journal.

7. The last page of your Expert’s Journal
should be blank. Use it to glue the
completed Expert’s Journal onto the
next blank page of your notebook.
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FOUR-FOLD ORGANIZER

GLOSSARY

a•ban•don to leave.

3. Glue each of the four Questions on the front
side of the folded flaps of the Four-Fold
Organizer Pattern.

bi•og•ra•phies stories of a person’s life
written by someone else.

a•bo•li•tion•ists people who fought to
end slavery.

block•ade shutting off a place to keep people
and supplies from coming in or going out.

ac•cused blamed or charged with a
crime.

bor•ders lies right next to something.

ad•mired well liked.

4. Fold back each flap and write

the answer to each question.
Use proper capitalization, spelling,
grammar, and punctuation.

ad•van•tag•es favorable positions.

brig•a•dier gen•er•al a one-star officer
in the United States Army who is one rank
below a major general.

ad•vis•or a person who helps make
decisions and gives advice.

ca•nals man-made waterways for boats or
for watering crops.

ag•gres•sive bold and competitive;
willing to win no matter what the cost.

can•di•date someone who runs in an
election contest.

a•mend•ment change in wording or
meaning.

cap•i•tal the city that serves as the center of
government for the state or nation.

am•mu•ni•tion bullets and explosive
items used in war.
an•ti•slav•er•y against slavery.

Ca•rib•be•an an arm of the Atlantic Ocean
surrounded on the north and east by the West
Indies, on the south by South America, and on
the west by Central America.

as•sas•si•nat•ed killed a government
leader by a well planned secret attack.

cav•al•ry military troops riding on
horseback.

as•sault a violent attack.

cit•i•zens people in a city, town, state, or
country who enjoy the freedom to vote and
participate in government decisions.

5. Glue the completed Four-Fold

Organizer onto the next blank
page in your History notebook.
Glue the Title above the Organizer.

au•to•bi•og•ra•phy the story of your
life written by you.

ci•vil•ians people who are not part of the
military.

bales tightly wrapped packages of
cotton or hay.
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JOURNAL
PAGE

CRITERIA
Completed Journal Page by
correctly answering all of
the questions. Glued into
notebook.

3

Completed Journal Page by
correctly answering more
than half of the questions.
Glued into notebook.

2

Completed Wheel Outline
by correctly answering 1-2
of the questions.

Completed Journal Page by
correctly answering at least
half of the questions OR
didn’t glue into notebook.

1

Didn’t attempt to complete
Wheel Outline.

Didn’t attempt to complete
or glue Journal Page into
notebook.

0

SCORE

CRITERIA

3

2

1

0

Didn’t attempt to answer
any questions before
beginning KWLH Chart.

Completed 1-2 sections of the
Didn’t attempt to complete
KWLH Chart (what I know,
any sections of the KWLH
what I want to know, what I
Chart.
learned, how I found out).

Answered 3 questions before Answered 2 questions before Answered 1 question before
beginning KWLH Chart.
beginning KWLH Chart.
beginning KWLH Chart.
Completed 3 sections of the
KWLH Chart (what I know,
what I want to know, what I
learned, how I found out).

Answered 1 of the Four-Fold Didn’t attempt to answer
any of the Four-Fold
Organizer questions.
Organizer questions.

PRE-RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

Completed all 4 sections of
the KWLH Chart (what I know,
what I want to know, what I
learned, how I found out).

Answered 2-3 of the FourFold Organizer questions.

TOTAL

SCORE

32

KWLH
CHART

Answered all four of the
Four-Fold Organizer
questions.

UNION VICTORY

Completed Wheel Outline
by correctly answering
3 of the questions.

Cut and assembled Four-Fold
Organizer in notebook, but
clearly did not follow the
directions.

CONFEDERATE VICTORY

Had 8 –11 convention errors Had more than 11 errors in
in finished Organizer.
finished Organizer.

Battle of
Big Bethel

Completed Wheel Outline
by correctly answering all
4 of the questions.

FOUR-FOLD
ORGANIZER
QUESTIONS

Followed directions correctly Followed directions correctly
to cut and assemble Fourto cut OR assemble Four-Fold
Fold Organizer in notebook. Organizer in notebook.

Battle of

Didn’t attempt to cut or
assemble Four-Fold
Organizer in notebook.

FOUR-FOLD
ORGANIZER
ASSEMBLY

South Mountain

Colored, cut, assembled, and Didn’t attempt to color, cut,
glued Wheel into notebook, assemble, or glue Wheel
but it was messy and
into notebook.
directions were not followed.

CONVENTIONS Had less than 5 convention Had 5 – 7 convention errors
capitalization, spelling, errors in finished Organizer. in finished Organizer.
punctuation, grammar

Battle of

Followed directions to
neatly color OR correctly
cut, assemble, and glue
Wheel into notebook.

Score

MARYLAND

Followed directions to
WHEEL
neatly color and correctly
COLORING AND cut,
assemble, and glue
Wheel into notebook.

0

PENNSYLVANIA

ASSEMBLY

1

Didn’t include or punctuate
any letter elements: heading,
inside heading, greeting,
body, closing, signature

FOUR-FOLD ORGANIZER GRADING CHART
EASTERN THEATER MAPPING

Had less than 6 convention Had 6 -10 convention errors Had 11-15 convention errors Had more than 15 errors in
in Journal Page and finished in Journal Page and finished Journal Page and finished
Wheel.
Wheel.
Wheel.

2

Included and punctuated
1-3 letter elements: heading,
inside heading, salutation,
body, closing, signature

ANSWERS

ANSWERS

CONVENTIONS

Included and punctuated
4-5 letter elements: heading,
inside heading, salutation,
body, closing, signature

Didn’t attempt to write the
Body of the letter

Didn’t attempt to write or
type a final draft

Drewry’s Bluff

Battle of

capitalization, spelling, errors in Journal Page and
finished Wheel.
punctuation

Included and punctuated
all 6 elements: heading,
inside heading, salutation,
body, closing, signature

Included information from Included information from
4 or 5 pre-writing questions 1 - 3 pre-writing questions
and at least 2 linking words and at least 1 linking word
or phrases in Body
or phrase in Body

Attempted but didn’t finish
writing or typing a final draft.
Some parts of the letter were
lined up on the left

Didn’t attempt to address
envelope

RICHMOND

Malvern Hill

Battle of
McDowell

TOTAL

Included information from
all 6 pre-writing questions
and at least 3 linking words
or phrases in Body

Made more than 15
convention errors

Addressed envelope, but
forgot to include either
recipient’s address OR
return address

Didn’t read letter orally

Battle of
Ball’s Bluff

3

Made less than 8 convention Made 9-12 convention errors Made 13-15 convention
errors
errors

Addressed envelope with
address of recipient in
upper left-hand corner and
return address in center

Orally read letter, but didn’t
make eye contact, have
adequate volume, or clear
pronunciation

Wrote a final draft but was
Neatly wrote or typed final draft messy or not lined up on left OR
with all parts of letter lining up typed a final draft but did not
on the left.
line up all parts on left

Addressed envelope with
address of recipient in
center and return address
in upper left-hand corner

Orally read letter, but was
either missing eye contact,
adequate volume, OR clear
pronunciation

Battle of

Criteria
Letter
Elements
Letter
Body
Conventions
spelling, grammar,
punctuation, sentences

Final
Draft

Orally read letter using eye
contact, adequate volume,
and clear pronunciation
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Cedar Mountain

Battle of

VIRGINIA

LEWISBURG

Addressed
Envelope
Oral
Reading

Total

Cheat Mountain

WASHINGTON,
D.C.

Corrick’s Ford

Battle of

HARRISONBURG

Carnifex Ferry

Seven Days’
Battles

Battle of

CHARLESTON

ARLINGTON

Battle of
Bull Run

Battle of
Cross Keys

Battle of

Battle of
Antietam

ROBERT E. LEE WHEEL GRADING CHART
PERSUASIVE LETTER GRADING CHART
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Hoke’s Run

KEYSER

WEST VIRGINIA

ANSWERS
ANSWERS

WHEEL
OUTLINE
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